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Only the intelligent 
production is 
irreplaceable.

It has been 15 years since MANAGER was founded. D’FURNI 

jsc. has build a high class brand which is a pioneer in 

“Exclusive Furniture  for Bosses”.

On June 2007, in aware of the funiture for bosses segment 

was unexploited, D’FURNI jsc. has bravely created and built 

MANAGER, a brand distributing furniture exclusively for 

bosses and managers. Just in a short time, MANAGER has 

been acknowledged and become the number ONE brand in 

distributing funiture for Bosses. This success is an important 

milestone not only in the development process of MANAGER 

but also D’FURNI jsc.

manager-f.com     l     1900 636 884



Fashion Design

Dramas
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When we take a seat, we just show the attitude, 

not the pose

�Life is not only about survival, but 

also about poem and faraway field� 

is the words of a popular song of 

recent years. This song reveals 

the aspirations of this era. In fact, 

so does the work. Let�s liberate 

ourselves from busy daily work. 

Let�s get rid of combat status. The 

chair we designed is full of poetic 

sensation and fashion, and it brings 

the spirit in the faraway place and 

field. Let�s help the mood inject 

energy into passion. Let�s give a 

new image to high-taste office.

Personality and attitude

Office
Fashion

+
Style

The chair is designed as poem

On condition that whichever pose you keep,

The chair should make you healthy and comfortable.
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Fashion. Office
Modern shaping structure, integration of lines with planes, 

scattered but consistent, comfortable and convenient, really 

best cherish office people.
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Everything 

for beauty

Meticulous craftsmanship, in 

which every part is finely selected, 

ensures high standard and high 

quality. This is totally the essence 

of excellent technology.

Exquisite details
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Years of experience, cooperation with industrial physicists, and 

integration of ergonomic theory, make the synchronized tilting 

function so perfect. The unique chair curves help us sit well, 

best supporting and safeguarding the body.

NOT SCATTERED, NOT 

PASSIONATE; NOT RESTRAINED, 

NOT EXAGGERATING---ALL 

IS BASED ON THE "DEGREE", 

WHICH IS ALL NATURAL, FULL OF 

HUMOR AND WIT.
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Refusing 

the vapidity 

The shapes are noble and 

pleasing. Recreation of body and 

mind is also important in work. 

The exquisite and marvelous 

chairs�reveal sharp individuality 

unconsciously.

Fashion. Office
Modern shaping structure, integration of lines with planes, 

scattered but consistent, comfortable and convenient, really 

best cherish office people.

Years of experience, cooperation with industrial physicists, and integration of ergonomic theory, make the synchronized tilting function so perfect. 

The unique chair curves help us sit well, best supporting and safeguarding the body.
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SHAPE
The chair design matches the human back curve, so it can let you feel 

more comfortable even though you sit for a long time. The chair corners 

are smoothly polished, so you can comfortably lean on it.



E
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Excellent personality 

Powerful at every 

aspect.

The arch shape chair just has 

comfortable micro elasticity 

without the dangerous sliding. 

With this chair, you can freely show 

your own personality in the office, 

reception or meeting room.

Everything 

for beauty

We have ever contributed everything for beauty. We have ever 

overlooked everything for comfort. Nowadays, we just want to obtain 

both of them. This is the due rule of society, not ignorant greed. The 

office chair accompanies us within over 7 hours every day, so we just 

want to a good-looking and comfortable chair and find a slice of the 

future from it.
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Excellent design, enjoy the modern comfort

Minimalism 

and luxury

Improving the style of space.

Fashion and cool

We desire the difference and 

like the unrestraint. Only the 

uninhibited design experience can 

touch the individual 



Lorem ipsum
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Face value and quality coexist

N E W  W O R L D  N E W  L I F E

 We refuse to copy ideas of others. We declare step by step that 

we are the only one.

Going on a journey by sitting on a chair
Through the combination 

filled with wisdom and 

spirituality, the simple 

works and the vivid lines 

are full of sensation and 

meaning. Let�s create a 

delightful space in the 

noisy modern workplace.

Just design, 

never copy
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Personality 

and attitude

JIULONG YOUSHENG concentrates 

on the inter value and appearance 

of each component of chair. 

The highly practical chair legs 

are curved as art works. One-

time cold-rolled and high-quality 

metal is collocated with the highly 

scientific inner structure. 



Materialism 

of space
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WILL HAVE EXTRAORDINARY STYLE

BECAUSE OF THESE HIGH-TASTE CHAIRS
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Only the intelligent 
production is 
irreplaceable.

OFFICE LIFE
WHEN WE TAKE A SEAT, WE JUST SHOW THE ATTITUDE, NOT THE POSE

One thing we think about is whether it is comfortable when we sit on it. The other thing is whether the 

chair is stylish. It is better that these two things are the same thing. In JIULONG YOUSHENG, your dream 

will come true. 

The elder generation does not care about the devotion for better life. The new generation inherits the 

advantages of the elder generation, but they also pay more attention to their working environment. In 

the office space we stay over for 7 hours every day, we are not totally satisfied with conform of chair. We 

also hope the chair is worth appreciating. We want to find a stylish chair so that we can happily show our 

creation when we sit on it. Therefore, through our action, we can tell the world we are going to take over 

this era.

Fashion
+

Style
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IN THE MINIMALISM MODERN OFFICE SPACE

PERSONALITY
THEME OF 
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The comfort in the heart

It has the luxurious texture of first-grade cattle fur from alpine pasture in New Zealand, the exquisite sewing of Hermes 

style and the delicate shape. And it accurately grasps the artistic direction of each line. From the surface to the center, 

it shows the essential craftsmanship spirit and wakes up the soul of luxury.

FASHION
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The chair design borrows from the shape of sofa. It 

has an undulate shape, the smooth lines and dynamic 

design. It also takes into account the comfort of human 

body.

Craftsmanship
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Concept and angle of a good chair
Not dazzling 

but extraordinary
If you don t have such an attitude, you can hardly 

understand this low-key style.

’ 
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Luxury is not certainly extravagant

Front 

and back

The perfect elegance and beauty is better-looking 

and more attractive.TEXTURE
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Not dazzling but extraordinary

The new fashion of office chair

ELEGANCE
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Refusing 

the vapidity

Improving the style of space

GOO D CHAIR 

The morality of famous master

With the special saddle shape, you can work when leaning forward, 

and you will not fall down if you lean back. Even though you tap the 

keyboard for a long time or lightly shake your head, the chair still can 

kindly understand you.

FASHION
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Making the complicated thing simple can let you enjoy more 

freedom. We always respect the design concept of "Being simple but 

extraordinary varied not messy". The exquisite detail can get more 

admiration. Let the chair show the outer liveliness and inner beauty. 

You will feel the beauty of simplicity when you use it.

ELEGANT
SIMPLICITY

Coexistence 

between good look 

and quality.Fashion 

spearhead is freshly 

coming.
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There is no redundant decoration or the cavil. You can quietly sit like an elegant lady or move like a rabbit. It can tolerate every sitting pose you have.

The shape of chair 

back strictly takes the 

spine curve into 

account.
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Design 

with texture

The low saturated light color will 

make the construction suffer 

an eclipse. The design is full of 

texture. The style is

 low-key. 

The light grey genuine leather and bright electroplated hardware perform the simple beauty of minimalism. It can attract your attention when you see it

The design of chair 

armrest is based on the 

height of adult 

height. 
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In the boring and annoying meeting, everyone also feel uncomfortable. So why not change the way or the chair? JIULONG YOUSHENG office 

chair brings you comfortable experience through the outstanding texture of genuine leather and excellent comfort of human engineering. 

Even though you are participating in a tedious meeting, you can keep relaxed and free.

REDEMPTION IN THE TEDIOUS MEETING

COMFORT
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STYLEARTWORK

Releasing 

energy to get 

the better thing.

The extensive low saturated light coffee color softly massages the 

optic nerve. The bright metal of chair legs and armrests show the 

sense of high-technology. Technology, art and mentality unite each 

other. The style of brand is always attractive.
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People foremost, display taste 

Graceful and 

temperament 

King temperament

GRACEFUL
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It s soft and large and has the flexible legs. It doesn t restrict you 

to stretch the body while embracing you. Unsaturated black has 

wider mind than blackest color. The warm color wood has more 

warmth than the pure hardware. The rhombic grid on the chair 

has tender sense of layering. The saddle shape seat softly closes 

to your skin. The craftsmanship of each detail is just to display 

the temperament of king in new era.

 ’  ’



Style and 

stylishness

We are not unwilling to follow 

the trend and blindly go with the 

delicateness. With the simple and 

rough collocation, it reveals the 

attractive taste.

GOOD LOOK IS JUSTICE
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DIFFERENT TASTE OF OFFICE

Inspire the power of heart

PERSONALITYThe new era 

king is coming

We blend the vigor of return of 

new era king into the design of 

fashion office chair. The line with 

attractive shape contains the 

passion of combat.

Even though the work is stressful, we still want to let ourselves free. 

Even if you are in the fighting, the beautiful butterfly still can bring 

us to poetic and faraway place. The wing shape armrest design is 

inspired by the butterfly. It�s stylish, fashionable and tasteful. The 

heart also flies with it.
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Releasing energy to get the better thing

Attracted

by fashion

QUALITY

THE GENEROSITY BELONGS TO HIGH-TASTE PERSON

Revealing the 

handsomeness

WHAT DOES THE SUCCESS OF CAREER MEAN?  

Showing the talent 

HAND SOME

 JIULONG YOUSHENG executive chair is extremely lordly as 

its name. It shows the personality of king on the appearance. 

The scientific design is considered as capital of displaying. The 

luxurious texture of materials is as essential as the breath. 

There are the stories of winner and the personality of king. 

JIULONG YOUSHENG will accompany you on the extraordinary 

journey.

For the real era elite, the motivation is to defeat matched rival. The different taste can 

demonstrate your value of existence. Your seat can  t be inferior to your ambition. ’
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Whether the lofty tolerance or the luxurious texture of excellent genuine leather, it determines the owner of this office chair: the high-taste man.

The style and the personality are the most special expression 

way of chair. The comfort is its most delicate and tender 

part. Technology, design, déjà vu and all the touching details 

perfectly show the new opinion of fashionable office furniture.

NEW ERA  NEW OPINION

Office furniture

NEW OPINION

A generous man 

doesn  t have the 

unnecessary works 

to say.

’
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MASTERPIECE FOR THOSE OF GOOD TASTE

Simple   fashion 

BRIGHT

The concept of round shape and the low saturated light coffee color 

combines with bright hardware fitting. This combination creates a 

tasteful and elegant sitting space. The rhombic backrest and saddle 

shape seat have the function of massage and heat conducting. 

Therefore, the chair can move with body and give the best support 

to body at any angel. It  s not only practical and stylish, but also 

extraordinary.

’
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The line is clear, and the surface is neat. With the idea of human engineer, its beauty, high quality, comfort and avant-garde style 

are unstoppable. 

Clean-cut shape enter 

into the future in a 

second.

SMALL SHAPE    WIDE MIND

Carefully crafted 

CAREFULLY
KEEP STYLISH SITTING

Meticulous creation  As soon as you meet it, you fall in love with it.How 

does a good-looking match the ordinary legs? There are five arc shape 

legs under the chair. We integrate the elements of chair through steel 

electroplating. It  s always beautiful from top to leg.’
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Every manufacture procedure of office chair is meticulously processed. 

The arch shape backrest and armrest show the original ingenuity and 

integrated style. The design of shape is strictly based on the human 

engineering so that it can give you the most comfortable and the most 

powerful support.

ATTRACTED BY FASHION

Integrated style 

EXQUISITENESS

You can be 

comfortable even 

thought sitting for a 

long time.
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Human 

engineering 

line

The chair design fits the body 

back curve. You will not feel tired 

even if you sit for a long time. 

The chair corners are smoothly 

polished, so you can comfortably 

lean on it.

The curve is the basic line of human body. The designer adopts the basic physiological research method to fix 

the shape of product. Every line can match the human body curve.

81

The intelligence of this office chair is embodied not only in concentrating on user  s post and health of spine, but also in meeting requirements of 

different office functions. 

’

Bionic curve

Back up you as your 

support.



FASHION 
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N A T U R A L  E L E G A N C E

The human engineering design is for those who always sit for a long 

time. After meeting you, I finally know what the

 comfortable backrest.
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We consider the experience of user as central points. We simulate the natural curvature of human spine to satisfy the habit of user  s waist and neck.,

Wisdom and 

spirituality in the 

nature.Temperate 

comfort and unlimited 

health.



FASHION 
FUTURISM
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Firm but soft 

lines creates the 

comfortable SOHO 

experience.

We adopt the original design to bring 

changes to chair product. There is the 

intense crash between blackest and bright 

color, the combat between soft genuine 

leather and hard metal, the inconsistent 

harmony between physical steady power 

and visual fragility.The extraordinary modern 

personality of king completely breaks out in 

the crash of different elements. Let  s preview 

the future in the new era.

,
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Minimalism and luxury

The attractive stylishness of the chair
Meticulous 

design 

If your work is stressful, the 

furniture accompanying you 

should not be complicated. Simple 

and beautiful shape uses the 

idea of human engineering. The 

practical decoration is simple and 

pure. There is no redundant detail 

which annoys you.

Five claw shape is inspired by the edge, corner and line of sports car. The 

integrated high-quality steel and the bright mirror electroplating are for 

ardent love.

CK-093A
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SOFA SERIES
THE BEAUTY  ACCUMULATED BY THE HISTORY INHERITANCE 

Spiritual 

filling station

Meticulous craftsmanship, in which every part is finely selected, ensures high standard and high quality. 

This is totally the essence of excellent technology.The finely detailed work, gives the normal space 

uncommon sense of vision; near-surprising aesthetic appeal, gives the office space the unique charm.

JIULONGYOUSHENG OFFICE FURNITURE-the forerunners predict the future; the new generation 

demonstrates majestic demeanor.
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For modern management philosophy, working 

like a horse is not completely the most 

efficient way to create wealth. Passionate 

communication with colleagues and delightful 

conversation with clients always help us 

accomplish the goals with half the work. A set 

of fashionable and attractive office sofas can 

construct a free talking space, which offers 

a happy working hour and pleasant time of 

creation of wealth.

APPRECIATION
Happy working hour
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THE LUXURY IS THE  NATURE
No originality, no extraordinariness

Art of 

high-quality
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Charm of fashion

The design of stylish sofa inherits the 

quintessence of classic culture. The modern 

technique with meticulousness makes its shape 

simple and makes its temperament elegant. 

That greatly reveals its character of accuracy and 

aggressiveness and its development of morality 

and intelligence. 



New Collection
In the era of sharing economy, the office space reveals the 

strength of new era, and the space limitation is vaguer and 

vaguer. Who can reveal himself? Who can share the happy 

times with whom? A stylish and fashionable office sofa can 

let the world know that there is not only solemn meeting, 

but also relaxing sharing about happiness. 

WORK IS LIFE

  10099  



We pay attention to every tiny part, and show your 

aggressive ambition by the originality.Exist for sitting and create the 

comfort of sitting.

ORIGINALITY

The seat is large but not heavy. The 

armrests are so firm but as thin as wings, 

and they are firmly connected with main 

part. We try to blend the perfection into the 

structure. Every connection is precise, and 

every cross section is similar to section of 

the diamond. Both of them are amazing. It 

is like the elf from the world, but it still can 

harmoniously stand in the classical and 

modern space. And it lets you elegantly take 

a seat.

101  102 
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GRACEFUL
Exquisite details

From delicateness to perfection

Light weight 

but high quality

Every part of materials is meticulously selected, 

and every line has the reason for being. 

There is a new concept of 

office sofa manufacture. 

The armrests are as 

thin as a cicada  s wings 

but they can be firmly 

connected with main 

part. The light weight sofa 

shape is still comfortable.

,
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I think the highest expectation of future Reception area hours is probably 

to restore the natural character, return to simplicity, get rid of the makeup 

and be simple and free.

EXPECTATION



,

,

FASHION
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o originality, no extraordinariness

Art of 

high-quality

ELEGANT .TASTE
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The honor is the rigor of each detail.  Every hardware chair leg 

experiences the strict and complicated technological process, 

such as acid pickling, parkerising, polishing and high-quality 

electroplating. And only after these processes can it become bright 

spot of JIULONG YOUSHENG. It  s rust-proof and antioxidative. 

And it can be as bright as the new one.

,
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PERSONALITY AND ATTITUDE
2019
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APPRECIATING CLASSICAL STYLECLASSICAL
The combination between unique office sofa and delicate tea table makes the elegant furnishings, and you will feel 

comfortable just l ike at home. The passion hides in the peace, and the extraordinary temperament is revealed from 

the elegance. The extraordinary shape and delicate decoration are first-class, just l ike your personal taste. 
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Even if we don'  t concentrate on space function of office, we also need to care 

about the personalities of different employees. Someone prefers to find the 

confidence from the warm embrace. Someone wants the unlimited creation. 

TALKING WITH FRIENDS
Starting the journey with good moodBeautiful life 

with work
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PERFECT HARMONY
The design of stylish sofa inherits the quintessence of classic 

culture. The modern technique with meticulousness makes its 

shape simple and makes its temperament elegant. That greatly 

reveals its character of accuracy and aggressiveness and its 

development of morality and intelligence.

N E W  T A R G E T C H A I R
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Artistic sense of 

the aesthetics 
From the simple and modern aesthetics 

art shape, we can visually find the 

different modern style.

A powerful shape and vast scale reveal the strong soul. However, the special detail makes this sofa more different. 

The armrest and concave-convex threads of backrest show the excellent craftsmanship of sewing. The polishing 

nickel alloy sofa legs are inserted in the Morandi light coffee genuine leather. These beautiful details exactly are the 

hero who makes this sofa become masterpiece.

MASTER PIECE
Not fear amplification of details
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Luxurious art and quality

We refuse to huddle up, so the sofa we design is 

bigger and larger. Let  s say goodbye to crowded 

space, take a seat without restriction and directly 

communicate with our heart.

, AT TITUDE
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Humanity 

temperature

Every detail accumulates 

the efforts and patience of 

experienced master. Let  s fill each 

stitch and each thread on the sofa 

with humanity temperature.

,

Luxurious art and quality
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ELEGANT

Remarkable 

brilliance

COLOR.OFFICE
N E W  P R O D U C T B l u e

The meeting between the modern line and 

first-class materials can bring fashionable 

taste to space. The chair is made of 

genuine leather of foreign famous brand 

and filled with high-quality sponge, so 

you can have a small world to freely relax 

yourself. This office sofa has light-weight 

shape and generous character. Every 

detail is worth carefully tasting. Both the 

metal legs of chair and the stylish armrests 

are delicate, elegant and attractive.
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Emotion 

strength  

The conversation about Buddhist 

between commercial partner 

and the daily chat between 

colleagues, both of them can let 

you appreciate excellent taste and 

make our hearts closer.

EVERY TIME WHEN YOU CLOSE TO IT, YOU WILL BE 

IMPRESSED BY THE COMFORT OF SITTING.
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TASTE AND HONOR
N E W  P R O D U C T B l a c k
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The simplicity 

is the beauty 

Creation of geometry three-dimensional space,Division 

of straight line and broken line,Design inspired 

by faceted cutting of diamond.Texture of genuine 

leather,Smooth touch .Enjoying the fashionable beauty 

of exquisiteness



OFFICE LIFE
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FREE WORLD It not only breaks through the design of traditional corner sofa, but also integrates the fashion of modern function sofa. It doesn�t waste a little 

space and gives me the tenderest hug. In this annular space meticulously built, the time is quietly flowing, and you can enjoy this free world.
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PUBLIC ART
ENJOY



Member of D’FURNI jsc.


